Presentation Feedback

NAME __________________________ PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6

Researcher (4 points) Finds and cites sources for the following:
- The term or concept [LEFT BRAIN] (1 point)
- The definition with citation (on final slide) [LEFT BRAIN] (1 point)
- An analogy [RIGHT BRAIN] (1 point)
- An example [RIGHT BRAIN] (1 point)

Notes __________________________________________________________________________

Score 1 2 3 4

Presentation Builder (4 points) Prepares and publishes the slides to Slideshare.net
- Connect with audience through use of images and emotion (optional) to convey concept(s) [RIGHT BRAIN] (1 point)
- Use text [LEFT BRAIN] (1 point)
- Images are full slide, Text is large, clear and concise included inside the image (not next to the image), No bullet points
- Final slide(s) cite material [LEFT BRAIN] (1 point)
  1. Information sources,
  2. The sources of the images
  3. The team members

Notes __________________________________________________________________________

Score 1 2 3 4

Presenter (4 points) Delivers the presentation
- Help construct the image and text relationship for each slide [RIGHT BRAIN] (1 point)
- Gather Creative Commons images related to the content (from Flickr.com) [RIGHT BRAIN] (1 point)
  Helps compose the text and cite sources of the images
- Vocally delivers the presentation content without reading the slides [LEFT BRAIN] (1 point)
- Presenter connects the content / data with the real world context [LEFT BRAIN] [RIGHT BRAIN] (1 point)

Notes __________________________________________________________________________

Score 1 2 3 4